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IN THE MALAYSIA PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
       Examiner: Marsiti Md Salmin 
In re PATENT APPLICATION of: 
 

Applicant(s) : Lin ZHEN-MAN     ) About the 
Application No. : PI 20042216     ) respond for first 
         ) examination 
Filed  : 27 June 2005    )    
For  : Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs  ) 
          
Intellectual Property Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO)              http://www.myipo.gov.my/      
32nd Floor, Menara Dayabumi,                                        marsiti@myipo.gov.my 
Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin,                                           Tel:  03 2263 2192 05 
50623 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia                                    Fax: +603-22741332 
 

Examiner, 
Marsiti Md Salmin  
 

Dear Sir;   
 

Thank you for this examination report and in spite of it was to be slow in coming total five 
years. 

 
Above the objections ONE of examination report which to be aimed at the claims under Reg 

13(1) are responded and submitted as follow: 
 

1. In the claim 2, if the liquid (PFC) does not include “all liquids of fluorine element”, the 
defend for the application of patent it will be a serious loophole, because the Per 
fluorine chemical compound is a huge member-group and content “F” atom is they had 
common characteristic, so for prevent to appear a loophole of protect of patent right, 
this claim to include "all liquids of fluorine element" is need.   

 
2. It was same the above, if the "any substitute liquid" to mixing ozone or the atom of 

oxygen is decompose by other element which not restrictions in claim 3, then this 
application of patent it will be meaningless.  

 
3. In the same measure, if the "any chemical", "any antibiotics" and "any other lung 

disease" which not restrictions in claims 4-5, then this application of patent it will be 
meaningless too, so the term of restrictions or wording was very clear and exact.  

 
Above the objections TWO of examination report which to be aimed at the application 

under sections II and 15 are responded and submitted as follow: 
 

4. First, the cited document D1 is only publish in a personal website and that was not any 
statute-power it could be using in examination of patent field include MyIPO patent 
law.    
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5. Second, in the cited document D1 which have not find any logical reasoning to support 

why the ozone could be to treatment of SARS in the lung, so the cited document D1 is a 
plagiarize document.   On the contrary, the paragraph 10 of specification II. that 
was a great logical reasoning below:  

 

『 As there is a need to define air as an interface, so SARS infection is a kind of 
surface ulcerous infection. This is a new medical definition, which is likely to 
revolutionize lung treatment!』 

 
          Under above the medical definition, all the SARS, bird flu, phthisis include 

H1N1 swine flu without not belong to bacterial-infection, therefore, since the 
dawn of history that the wrong medical definitions of virus-infection promptly 
throw away in historical garbage dump.  

 
          Why did the above the new medical definition not to change the schoolbook of 

medicine and using to cure today’s H1N1 patient still?  Because a evil, 
autocratic communistic China to rape the democratic-world and order or bribe 
each democratic country to assist conceal this invention and by fair means or 
foul attempt cancel this application of invention!  

 
          Why should the China government decide to conceals this invention and 

disregard the fact of H1N1 already to kill exceed 4,000 patients in the world 
up today, and defy per year have 1,800,000 children of not enough five ages 
die for the pneumonia that was report by WHO?  What did I mistake any 
matter?  The answer is denied!  Because I was same a Malaysian 
businessman invest in the ShenZhen city of China since 1991year, but the    
before China Chairman Jiang ZeMam lawless to order the court to auction my 
factory and deprive of the right of appeal on year of 1999.  The fact was 
show at my website of www.ycec.com, you can link to a photo of Jiang 
ZeMam and a moving hand to find the fact.  

          
6. Third, the date of the cited document D1 is May 2003 that was not clear the date.  

Under the Claiming Priority of PCT patent Article 8(1), I have contained a declaration 
in my I. Background of specification to disclosure for the Geneva meeting on 20 May 
2003.  Therefore, the Claiming Priority of the cited document D1 not before my this 
application.  

 
7. About the US patent 6,242,472 of cited document D2.  In the first place, I must to 

point out that under the abstract of the US patent 6,242,472 which was to verify the 
patent is an application of a medical treatment of a single substance already, the claims 
which all without exception to parade “The method of claim…”, but the patent law of 
Malaysia patent here is not to admit the medical treatment, the abstract of the US patent 
6,242,472 is below:     

 
《Methods of delivering a therapeutic or diagnostic agent in a perfluorochemical liquid 

carrier are provided.  In preferred embodiments, the disclosed methods use 
compositions in the form of an emulsion or a dispersion for delivery of a biological 
agent to the pulmonary air passages. 》 

 
            As the above-mentioned, the claims of the US patent 6,242,472 is an invent of single 
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substance, but my claims of application invent that is a liquid medicine and include 
two substance only. Therefore, claim for different substance and place two totally 
different patent fields that could not to mention in the same breath. 

 
8. The state in the this examination report that “D1 and D2 cover main part of the present 

application and a skilled person would came to the subject matter of the present 
application without involved an inventive step by combining the state of the art 
described in the above documents.” was a wrong ratiocination:  

 

a. First, under the foregoing paragraph 4-6, the D1 have not the capacity of legislation 
to cited for examination and under the Article 8(1) of PCT patent law, the Claiming 
Priority of my this application was move to 20 May 2003, further under the date of 
D1 was not clear and not a pharmaceutical invention with a logical reasoning to 
support, so the D1 was to be utterly useless for a skilled person; 

 
b. Second, the D2 is an invent of single substance of different patent fields, if a skilled 

person is a talent and he can to associate with D1 to create a new medical treatment 
or a new invention of medicine, I was convinced the skilled person who will to 
application a patent and convinced MyIPO does not to grab of his intellectual 
property too, because this hypothesize thinking manner it will be transgress the 
examine principles.  

 
9. In behalf of patent application, an amended of claims submit with this respond 

document for this office act.  Among to add of claim 6 was need, please look into a 
marked-up copy of the amend claims, the underline show add and the square bracket to 
show delete, and a substitute claims submit for request.  I was convinced the amended 
of claims that have not bring any new things, please accept for this request.  

 

  
                           Respectfully submitted, 

Date:  06 October 2009                     _________ 
      Respond by Applicant 
              
      PCT/SG03/00145 

applicant: Lin Zhen-man 
      Telephone:    65-63533647 
      Telefax:      65-62585636 
      Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg 
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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
Claims in PI 20042216 of MyIPO 

A marked-up claims submit on 

06 October 2009 

1 In the lungs infected disease field, a formulation the liquid medicine name of 
“Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” is Per Fluoro Chemicals (PFC) 
[mixing] mix with ozone forming a medicine.   

2 In the claim 1, the liquid includes all liquids of fluorine element. 

3 In the claim 1, includes any substitute liquid to mixing ozone or the [single] 
atom of oxygen is decompose by other element. 

4 In the Claim 1 of liquid medicines include the option of mixing any chemical 
that might kill or restrain the germs, for instance any antibiotics or other 
bactericide and so on. 

5 In the Claim 1, includes any other lung diseases and SARS inflammation. 

6 In the Claim 1, as herein described and illustrated with reference to the 
accompanying examples and figures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
Claims in PI 20042216 of MyIPO 

A substitute claims submit on 
06 October 2009 

 

1 In the lungs infected disease field, a formulation the liquid medicine 
name of “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” is Per Fluoro 
Chemicals (PFC) mix with ozone forming a medicine.   

2 In the claim 1, the liquid includes all liquids of fluorine element. 

3 In the claim 1, includes any substitute liquid to mixing ozone or the 
atom of oxygen is decompose by other element. 

4 In the Claim 1 of liquid medicines include the option of mixing any 
chemical that might kill or restrain the germs, for instance any 
antibiotics or other bactericide and so on. 

5 In the Claim 1, includes any other lung diseases and SARS 
inflammation. 

6 In the Claim 1, as herein described and illustrated with reference to 
the accompanying examples and figures.  

 
 


